What’s New – Summary of Changes
eServices Upgrade

The overall look and feel of eServices is being updated. Below are some of the exciting upcoming changes you will see.

New Student Homepage Tiles
*Enrollment Announcements Tile* – The new Enrollment Announcements tile will alert you to important information such as enrollment appointments, term start dates, deadlines and other important reminders.
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*Manage Classes Tile* – The new Manage Classes tile replaces the enrollment functions previously found under the Student Center tile. Go here to search for classes, enroll, drop and view your schedule. The new Manage Classes tile also provides the ability to swap classes and enroll by your program requirements.
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*Class Search and Enroll* – Allows you to search for classes, select a class and enroll. To narrow results search for the class subject and class number (i.e. Math 300) and utilize the filters on the left hand side of the screen.
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**Swap Classes** – Allows you to replace an existing class/section for another during the same time/day slot. Select the class/section enrolled in, enter the 5-digit class number for the desired class/section, and follow the 3-step process.

**Financial Account Tile** – The new Financial Account tile is where you will go to see how much you owe as well as to make payments or purchase parking permits.
**Academic Progress Tile** – The new Academic Progress tile shows your current academic progress completion in a pie chart and displays detailed information about your academic progress when clicked. You can also generate What-if advisement reports here.

**Academic Records Tile** – The Student Ed Plan, Placements, and External Transcripts are now under the Academic Records tile.